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Kaizen Secure Voiz
Towards a Secure Authentication
This is an approach paper drafted for the consideration of banks, regulators and early adopters of
this technology. Voice authentication is a 10-year-old technology in India and has been adopted by
telecom service providers, banks sparingly. There is a guarded optimism and very slow adoption of
this technology.
Remote authentication, biometrics led cyber security protection are very important themes for all
industries including banks and financial institutions. COVID19 perhaps has hastened the approach
to adopt touchless authentication.
One key learning in India has been from UIDAI /Aadhar biometrics authentication. The
fingerprinting, iris based authentication of Aadhar can be given much more operational flexibility if
voice authentication, is added to the basket of tools. 2G connectivity in rural areas, only feature
phone users with no smart phone apps on it, aged citizens with failing fingerprint impressions etc
can benefit from alternatives like voice biometrics.

Introduction of problem space in authentication
All bank account holders/debit card users by now have accepted two factor authentication. Card +
OTP or password + OTP. The short messaging service based 4-6 digit codes sent by bank servers
provide fairly quick and safe authentication. It does not cost much and can be sent to all phones.
So far so good. SIM swap, phishing, social engineering continues to chip away at this humble OTP
and makes it unsafe. Semiliterate and ageing population may not be comfortable in using an
English text. Three factor or multi factor authentications is seen as an answer. Adding a layer of
biometric [representing what you are] to what you know [user name, password] and what you carry
[SMS, token, QR codes etc]. This is more effective in mobile app based payments and sensitive
transactions. This beats the fraudster as biometric layer is very difficult and almost impossible to
replicate.
Any aspect of new biometrics such as voice, facial recognition, behavioural biometrics, gait based
analysis evokes awe or scepticism. Biometrics must not invade privacy but at the same time provide
high accuracy proof, of the person’s identity. STQC and BIS are perhaps guiding and assisting in
the acceptance of new biometrics technology in India. UIDAI is now seen as default the best place
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to experiment new biometric technology for governance, govt to citizen use cases. Regulators
sometimes evolve sandbox, hack fests, committees to study the feasibility of new IT/ICT tools. New
emerging technology companies have to seek various approvals. Video based KYC tool got
approved by RBI recently which is a good step ahead. New technologies like block chain, SSO, AI,
data analytics, machine learning adoption are seen as “outside the purview” of industry regulators.
Banks are advised to adopt these technologies at their own risk, comply to existing RBI norms and
balance the needs of all stakeholders. Subject matter experts, professors from IIT-Madras, IIITBangalore, IISC-Bangalore, CDAC have been drafted into specific committees to allow adoption of
new technologies, for state govt ministries or for PSU banks
As a category, biometric authentication technology is comprised of many different modalities
(examples include face, fingerprint, iris, and voice). But according to Tiffany Huang, Research
Associate at Lux Research, “(It’s) hard to see one biometric usage winning in the medium- to farterm.” More likely, according to Huang, companies will need to “consider multi-modal biometric
platforms to stay in the game.”
A multi-modal approach is smart for many reasons, and one that many financial services providers
are already pursuing.
How much is too much? We are now witnessing authorities in US abhor /dismantle facial recognition
system. It may be needed for crime fighting but does that intrude privacy? And does this operate in
a grey area with poor governing norms? Can we have a less intrusive technology for preventing
identity theft, frauds, phishing etc? In a 2018 study, it was reported that 60 million American
identities were wrongfully acquired. So, biometrics plays an important role in mitigating identity theft,
frauds and financial crimes
Prof. Ram Subramanian, is a full time faculty, dean at IIIT Bangalore. He is a subject matter
expert, industry veteran, guide to doctorate students and author of key reference books in voice
authentication. He says the future is less dependent on password. He mentions “every banker or
financial institution will create a basket of various biometrics/authentication tools. They will deploy a
combination of two or more technologies at specific stages of transactions or for select sensitive
transactions. This is to cut dependency on any one technology and to reduce the errors to almost
zero”
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We reproduce certain technology introduction aspects from Biometric Update
newsletter/white paper of May 2014 [pages 5-9]
Speaker/Voice Recognition and Speech Recognition Differentiation
Speaker, or voice, recognition is a biometric modality that uses an individual’s voice for recognition purposes. It is described as a process by which a machine or program receives and interprets dictation as well as
understands and carries out spoken commands. Voice recognition technologies help customers comply with
privacy, security, and safety requirements governed by law and by user expectations. It is a different
technology than “speech recognition,” which recognizes words as they are articulated, which is not a
biometric.
Speaker or voice recognition processes rely on features influenced by both the physical structure of an
individual’s vocal tract and the behavioural characteristics of the individual. Speaker recognition has been
applied most often as a security application to control access to buildings or sensitive data. Banking and
financial institutions have employed speaker verification as a security mechanism on telephone-initiated
transfers of large sums of money. In addition to adding security, verification is advantageous because it
reduces the turnaround time on banking transactions. Speaker verifi cation can also be used by firms to limit
data access to authorized personnel. Speaker recognition also provides a mechanism to limit the remote
access of a personal work station to its owner or a set of registered users. In addition to its use as a security
device, speaker recognition can be used to trigger specialized services based on a user’s identity.

Speech Recognition
Speech recognition, in contrast, is most often applied in manufacturing for companies needing voice entry of
data or commands while the operator’s hands are otherwise occupied. Related applications occur in product
inspection, inventory control, command/control, and material handling. Speech recognition also finds frequent
application in medicine, where voice input can significantly accelerate the writing of routine reports.
Furthermore, speech recognition helps users control personal workstations or interact with other applications
remotely when touch-tone keypads are not available.
Most systems for speech recognition include the following five components:
1.
A speech capture device or input. This usually consists of a microphone and associated analog-todigital converter, which digitally encodes the raw speech waveform.
2.

A digital signal processing module. The DSP module performs endpoint (word boundary) detection to

separate speech from non-speech, converts the raw waveform into a frequency domain representation, and
performs further windowing, scaling, filtering, and data compression. The goal is to enhance and retain only
those components of the spectral representation that are useful for recognition purposes, thereby reducing the
amount of information that the pattern- matching algorithm must contend with. A set of these speech
parameters for one interval of time (usually10-30 milliseconds) is called a speech frame.
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3.
Pre-processed signal storage. Here, the pre-processed speech is buffered for the recognition
algorithm.
4.

Reference speech patterns. Stored reference pat- terns can be matched against the user’s speech

sample once it has been pre-processed by the DSP module. This information is stored as a set of speech
templates or as generative speech models.
5.

A pattern matching algorithm. The algorithm must compute a measure of goodness-of-fi t between the

pre-processed signal from the user’s speech and all the stored templates or speech models. A selection
process chooses the template or model (possibly more than one) with the best match.
Five factors can be used to control and simplify the speech recognition task:
1.

Isolated words. Speech consisting of isolated words (short silences between

the words) is much easier to recognize than continuous speech because word boundaries are difficult to find
in continuous speech. Also, “co-articulation” effects in continuous speech cause the pronunciation of a word to
change depending on its position relative to other words in a sentence. Error rates can be reduced by
requiring the user to pause between each word. However, this type of restriction places a burden on the user
and reduces the speed with which information can be input to the system.
2.

Single speaker. Speech from a single speaker is also easier to recognize than speech from a variety

of speakers because most parametric representations of speech are sensitive to the characteristics of the
particular speaker. This makes a set of pattern-matching templates for one speaker perform poorly for another
speaker. Therefore, many systems are speaker dependent - trained for use with each different operator.
Relatively few speech recognition systems can be used by the general public. A rule of thumb used by many
researchers is that for the same task, speaker-dependent systems will have error rates roughly three to five
times smaller than speaker-independent ones. One way to make a system speaker independent is simply to
mix training templates from a wide variety of speakers. A more sophisticated approach will attempt to look for
phonetic features that are relatively invariant between speakers.
3.

Vocabulary size. The size of the vocabulary of words to be recognized also strongly influences

recognition accuracy. Large vocabularies are more likely to contain ambiguous words than small vocabularies.
Ambiguous words are those whose pattern-matching templates appear similar to the classification algorithm
used by the recognizer. They are therefore harder to distinguish from each other. Of course, small
vocabularies composed of many ambiguous words can be particularly difficult to recognize. The amount of
time it takes to search the speech model database also relates to vocabulary size. Systems containing many
pattern templates typically require pruning techniques to cut down the computational load of the patternmatching algorithm. By ignoring potentially useful search paths, pruning heuristics can also introduce
recognition errors.
4.

Grammar. The grammar of the recognition domain defines the allowable sequences of words. A

tightly constrained grammar is one in which the number of words that can legally follow any given word is
small. The amount of constraint on word choice is referred to as the perplexity of the grammar. Systems with
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low perplexity are potentially more accurate than those that give the user more freedom because the system
can limit the effective vocabulary and search space to those words that can occur in the current input context.
5.
Environment. Background noise, changes in micro- phone characteristics, and loudness can all
dramatically affect recognition accuracy. Many recognition systems are capable of very low error rates as long
as the environmental conditions remain quiet and con- trolled. However, performance degrades when noise is
introduced or when conditions differ from the training session used to build the reference templates. To
compensate, the user most usually has to always wear a headset-mounted, noise-limiting microphone.
Speaker or Voice Recognition
Voice recognition has a history dating back some four decades and uses the acoustic features of speech that
have been found to differ between individuals.
These acoustic patterns reflect both anatomy (such as size and shape of the throat and mouth) and learned
behavioural patterns (such as voice pitch and speaking style).
There are two major applications between voice recognition technologies and methodologies. If a speaker
claims to be of a certain identity and the voice is used to verify this claim, this is called verification or
authentication.
On the other hand, identification is the task of determining an unknown speaker’s identity. In a sense speaker
verification is a 1:1 match where one speaker’s voice is matched to one template (also called a “voice print” or
“voice model”) whereas speaker identification is a 1:N match where the voice is compared against N
templates. Voice recognition is a popular choice for remote authentication due to the availability of devices for
collecting speech samples, such as telephone systems and computer microphones. Due to its ease of
integration, speaker recognition is different
from some other biometric methods in that speech samples are captured dynamically or over a period of time,
such as a few seconds. Analysis occurs on a model in which changes over time are monitored, which is
similar to other behavioural biometrics such as dynamic signature, gait, and keystroke recognition.
The physiological component of voice recognition is related to the physical shape of an individual’s vocal tract,
which consists of an airway and the soft tissue cavities from which vocal sounds originate. To produce
speech, these components work in combination with the physical movement of the jaw, tongue, and larynx
and resonances in the nasal passages. The acoustic patterns of speech come from the physical
characteristics of the airways.
Motion of the mouth and pronunciations are the behavioural components of this biometric. There are two
forms of speaker recognition: text dependent known as “constrained mode” and text independent known as
“unconstrained mode”.
In a system using “text dependent” speech, the individual presents either a fixed or prompted phrase that is
programmed into the system and can improve performance especially with cooperative users.
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A “text independent” system has no advance knowledge of the presenter’s phrasing and is much more flexible
in situations where the individual submitting the sample may be unaware of the col lection or unwilling to
cooperate, which presents a more difficult challenge. Speech samples are waveforms with time on the
horizontal axis and loudness on the vertical access. The speaker recognition system analyses the frequency
content of the speech and compares characteristics such as the quality, duration, intensity dynamics, and
pitch of the signal.
In “text dependent” systems, during the collection or enrolment phase, the individual says a short word or
phrase -- referred to as an utterance -- typically captured using a microphone that can be as simple as a
telephone. The voice sample is converted from an analog format to a digital format, the features of the
individual’s voice are extracted, and then a model is created.
Most “text dependent” speaker verification systems use the concept of Hidden Markov Models
Another method is the Gaussian Mixture Model, a state-mapping model closely related to HMM, that is often
used for unconstrained “text independent” applications. Like HMM, this method uses the voice to create a
number of vector “states” representing the various sound forms, which are characteristic of the physiology and
behaviour of the individual.
These methods all compare the similarities and differences between the input voice and the stored voice
“states” to produce a recognition decision.
After enrollment, during the recognition phase, the same quality / duration / loudness / pitch features are
extracted from the submitted sample and com- pared to the model of the claimed or hypothesized identity and
to models from other speakers.
The other-speaker or “anti-speaker” models contain the “states” of a variety of individuals, not including that of
the claimed or hypothesized identity. The input voice sample and enrolled models are compared to produce a
“likelihood ratio,” indicating the likelihood that the input sample came from the claimed or hypothesized
speaker. If the voice input belongs to the identity claimed or hypothesized, the score will reflect the sample to
be more similar to the claimed or hypothesized identity’s model than to the “anti-speaker” model.
The seemingly easy implementation of speaker recognition systems contributes to the process major
weakness and susceptibility to transmission channel and microphone variability and noise.
Systems can face problems when end users have enrolled on a clean landline phone and attempt verification
using a noisy cellular phone. The in- ability to control the factors affecting the input system can significantly
decrease performance.
Speaker verification systems, except those using prompted phrases, are also susceptible to spoofing attacks
through the use of recorded voice. Anti- spoofing measures that require the utterance of a specified and
random word or phrase are being implemented to combat this weakness.
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For example, a system may request a randomly generated phrase, to prevent an attack from a pre-recorded
voice sample. The user cannot anticipate the random sample that will be required and therefore cannot
successfully attempt a “playback” spoofing attack on the system.
Current research in the area of “text independent” speaker recognition is mainly focused on moving beyond
low-level spectral analysis. Although the spectral level of information is still the driving force behind the
recognitions, fusing higher-level characteristics with the low level spectral information is becoming a popular
laboratory technique.
Speaker recognition characteristics such as rhythm, speed, modulation and intonation are based on
personality type and parental influence; and semantics, idiolects, pronunciations and idiosyncrasies are
related to birthplace, socio-economic status, and education level. Higher-level characteristics can be
combined with the underlying low- level spectral information to improve the performance of “text independent”
speaker recognition systems.
The great advantage of speaker verification is its widespread acceptability and ease of use, as well as the
relative inexpensiveness of basic systems compared to other biometric options. When voice authentication is
integrated into a telephony sys- tem, it also creates a very friendly customer service environment. As a
consequence, respondents in numerous surveys have indicated that they prefer recognition technology for
biometric identification. Voice recognition is characterized by non- contact and non-intrusiveness. Due to ease
of use, voice recognition is a growing market segment, especially in the financial sector.

Financial institutions have identified voice biometrics as one of the best means to secure its client
ac- counts and financial information. Voice biometrics compares various characteristics drawn from
a per- son’s voice such as inflection, pitch, dialect, among others, and matches that with data
captured. For voice recognition to work it requires banks and other financial institutions to register
their clients voice patterns and correlate them to personal data for incorporation into a database.
Voice biometrics solutions allow customers to verify their identity simply by speaking, making it
easier and faster to gain access to secure banking and insurance services by way of mobile apps,
telephone and Web channels. Voice biometric solutions eliminate the need for PIN-based password
or interrogation-based authentication methods, or can be used to add another level of security to
those systems.
Banks that deploy voice biometrics to automate the “login” process not only enhance customer
satisfaction levels, but dramatically reduce their customer care costs through increased automation
rates.
Voice biometrics operates on a mathematical reference point for each voice, called as voice print.
Accurate authentication is done through contact centre or app, using short utterances of the
customer, matched against the reference voiceprint. It has high ‘liveness’ over remote channels like
phone and rejects mimicry attempts, pre-recorded voices, making it very secure. It is not physically
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intrusive, offers the lowest cost compared to all other biometrics like iris scans and fingerprints. It
can be integrated with IVRS, banking apps, CRM and utilised across channels including live-agent
and mobile. One can speak in any language and use any text as a cue. A unique biometric engine
is independent and shall consider the logical parameters of human voice.
Many industries like banks, insurance, police authorities, federal govt agencies, airlines,
manufacturing and healthcare are keen to implement voice biometrics. This helps them in the entire
customer life cycle management – customer acquisition, customer interaction and customer
retention. This includes validating credentials of customers faster over many channels, preventing
frauds and providing customer delight. Enterprises also wish to protect end user privacy, as part of
GDPR.
We provide some pointers towards banking use cases, benefits for each use case, challenges,
equal error rate, deployment methodology, fall back mechanism and return on investment
calculations. Cross references to industry analysis, technology research are given in this approach
document

Applications of voice biometrics in various industries




Fraudster Detection in Contact Centres
–

We can build voiceprint using a passive source of recording and alert the
‘fraudster’s call’ to agent on-line or after the call to stop the process

–

Prevention of frauds through MFA [multi factor authentication]

Biometric log-in to network
–

Instead of fixed password, which can be shared, the voiceprint based additional
security can protect the data and n/w from hazards of Phishing, Trojan etc.

–

Use it for loan origination, ATM based transactions, authenticating vendors in
ATM management, treasury payments, CBS



Telephonic Interviews verification
–



Proxies are common in remote interviews. This can be prevented by capturing
the voice print of the candidate and compared when the person reports for
interview or job

Password re-set without violation of GDPR, ISO 27001 and other compliances.
Application users need to reset their password securely without involving manual help desk
intervention
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Rural banking -Language and text agnostic features, helps Illiterates & semi-literates use
voice biometrics with no fear, thereby assisting in rural banking and farming needs (Timely
information on seeds, crops, weather, buyer, seller helps maximize profits and minimise the
loss)
Pensions payment
–

Provide easy phone based, 100% accurate authentication for pensioner/retired
persons. Replace expensive physical visits to banks. Save money by preventing
wrong pension credits to deceased pensioners.

–

Alternative method for social pension and other state govt pay outs in schemes
such as MNREGA, cultural artiste pensions, freedom fighter, war widows etc

Time and attendance system
–

Use a combination of voice, face or both with fingerprint devices. Ensure capture
of real time attendance of field force or verification agents or employees. Use
geo-tagging app to automatically register date/time stamp with latitude-longitude

–

Contact less attendance marking is now very valid in a post COVID world

Remote verification of callers (instead of PIN)
–

Only Biometric tool that does not require any special device or tool to
verify/authenticate a caller without PINs.

–

Replace risky OTP with valid biometric authentication

–

Deploy it in IVRS/contact centre/app, fast validation of callers, saves money on
contact centre agents time
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Customer on-boarding use cases in Indian banking system
Customer life cycle management has various use cases in on-boarding, interactions and retention stages.
Inclusion of voice biometrics can reduce TAT, increase efficiency and ensure security of customer documents
Customer on boarding - Voice bio

Advantages

Omni channel account opening

reduces on-boarding time
including door step services

KYC/AML check

expense reduction for on
boarding for banks

legal and compliance check in loan origination/new loan account

Compliance

opening
Covid times- avoid visits to banks to open account and submit
documents.

Customer experience (CX)

text agnostic and language agnostic helps reach rural customers, semi

Wider reach.

or illiterate customers

Use cases of voice biometrics in other industries globally

vertical

Phase in
customer
lifecycle

Current issues

how do we add value?

Geo specific inputs
for this use case

Telecom

Onboarding

TAT is 24-48 hours for SIM
card activation due to
address verification,
customer antecedents
verification

EU and US - elderly
users are more in
numbers, this as a
convenience in
COVID/normal times,
to assist easy adoption
of CAF based
workflows

Interaction

contact centre or mobile
apps need verification
through OTP, security
questions before resolving
the query

voice enrolment of new
customer at the stage of
CAF filling up at service
point, leads to matching
his profile faster.
Verification call can be
done in few mins from
another team in telco, to
the partially activated
SIM. avoid need for preactivated SIM to plug
revenue leakages
10-secs lead time for
customer verification,
ease of use in telco
mobile app through voice
authentication
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Global challenge

Insurance

Onboarding

insurance companies task
themselves in faster
issuance of policy
document - a legal
document - that comes to
customer with "free look-in
period" - customer can
reject the policy

retention

proof of life for govt
mandated pay-outs or pvt
sector management of
superannuation

Pharma

Clinical
trials

Use voice based apps to
authenticate, collect info
from human volunteers.
Forms are usually not filled
by volunteers

Health-care

Onboarding
of patients

patients may not remember
their regd HIS /EMR ID,
regd phone number if they
have changed their
SIM/city. Retrieval of patient
records, previous
surgery/diagnostic reports
is crucial in retention of
customers

Horizontal
use cases

These are
universally
relevant
for many
industries

1. Contact centre
automation using
voice based
authentication
2. Voice based time
and attendance
system for
field/office based
staff
3. Proof of life for
pensioners –
currently annual,
paper or finger print
based
authentication
4. Work from home –
validate employees
on a video/audio
call
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prevent mismatch, easy
completion of health
check-up data for
specific policies, tie data
from application,
verification, health
check-up, agent
documentation if any and
other factors

US,Indian insurance
industry needs this

this is for EU region
only as of now, as they
have private sector
insurance providers
paying annuity.
Quicker, easier than
writing or filling up forms
by thousands of human
volunteers in phase 2 or
phase 3 trials of new
drugs/vaccine
use voice as another
factor, link to a meta data
and connect this to
HIS/EMR via restful API.
Allow any patient to walk
in to any branch/unit of
this chain of hospital and
retrieve records.
Enrolment is at front
office desk with a sound
input, or on the web
1. Voice based
quick
authentication
saving costs and
efforts in
customer call
centre
2. Voice as a
biometrics layer
to prove working
hours, integrated
to HRSM/payroll
3. Voice bio
increases ease
of use, prevents
fake pensioner
data and allows
frequent auth
4. Single sign on
/SSO needs real
time biometric
verification

Every country
regulator, FDA and
HIPAA norms to be
adhered to

US healthcare payers
and providers need
remote authentication
to tie up the insurance
claims process. Indian
large hospitals have
shown interest in this

1 and 2 are being
globally being used by
security agencies,
manufacturing industry,
electronics, not for
profit organizations,
govt or public sector
etc. proof of life is
emerging as a very
strong use case in EU.
SSO/WFH is still
nascent in design and
working

Methodology
The creation of a voiceprint in an enrolment stage is discussed in several white papers. We provide
a suitable document –

Key benefits for introduction of voice biometrics technology

1. No touch biometrics: During and Post coivd world, no touch biometrics will be the key
innovation needed by any industry, govt and large campuses. Voice biometrics in banks
have several uses including preventing fraudulent calls, phishing/vhishing attacks and
providing safe & secure banking to all customers, including semi/ill-literate rural customers.
a. Academicians recommend using a two-factor authentication to safeguard data.
Username and password alone won’t help. Financial institutions may deploy a basket
of different biometrics, passwords for specific transactions. The idea is to cross
validate customer identity using different channels.
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2. Multi factor authentication has become the norm for every transaction. Deploy face, voice,
iris, fingerprint and behavioural biometrics randomly to secure high value transactions. This
prevents phishing, frauds and identity thefts
3. So, what exactly is voice biometrics? It is a mathematical probability model that can validate
speaker identity on a live phone call. It is not magic, but it works on signal processing
algorithms. There are two stages in this. Enrolment, where we make the speaker provide 30
secs worth of speech, so that we extract unique features of his/her voice. This is scored
through algorithms and stored in a database as VOICE PRINT. This is to be done once in
the customer or user lifecycle. Authentication is live speech of 15-20 secs, which is
compared against the voice print for verification.
4. Enrolment can happen through mobile apps, phone calls and other equipment. We don’t
store the actual voice recording of any enrolment or authentication. Toem products must
ideally store only the relevant mathematical values, to avoid reverse engineering. A decision
to confirm or reject the live voice authentication, is done by the voice biometric server and
the decision conveyed back to the user interface. This can work with existing CRM records
and entire data set can be given to the contact centre executive.
5. Key words that determine the success rates of voice authentication


Threshold: setting the acceptable, flexible limit of acceptance of live speech. Each
customer should be able to set the security layer as high or low, for each user
authentication.



Channels: voice input devices such as mobile phones, landlines, microphone of 2db
and above on laptops/desktops and other interfaces like android/IOS apps



False positive and false negatives: false acceptance of non-user as valid user and
false rejection of a valid registered user as a non-user. These happen due to various
reasons.



1:1 with customer regd number, account number as meta data or identifier of the
customer against the available database of voice prints.



ROC curve plotting
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curve
The Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve, better known as the ROC Curve, is an
excellent method for measuring the performance of a Classification model. The True
Positive Rate (TPR) is plot against False Positive Rate (FPR) for the probabilities of
the classifier predictions. Then, the area under the plot is calculated. Read more
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about this at https://towardsdatascience.com/machine-learning-classifier-evaluationusing-roc-and-cap-curves-7db60fe6b716
ROC curve plotting is an elaborate exercise to build a universal background model.
This is done for every installation to ensure low equal error rates. It is a specific
exercise done over a period of 90 days for approx. 10% sample size of the intended
target installation is taken up in this UBM building.

Approach for deployment of voice biometrics – best practises
1.

Evaluation

Ideally start with a technology assessment of customer’s available infrastructure. This
includes meeting with key personnel to understand your critical business processes and talk
with technology staff or previous IT consultant/vendors to gather important systems
information. This forms the base for identifying integration points and mapping process to
technology. Evaluate a basket of tools for multi factor authentication, that lasts beyond one
use case

2.

Recommendation

Banks must ask their implementation agency to run an assessment on all authentication
channels and present detailed information gathered. This could be an analysis of current
biometrics /authentication systems for customer service. The agency must understand the
organization culture, support policies, gaps, feedback from customers on the self-service
angle if available and what does security represent for customers. Banks need help on how
to adopt best practices with a seamless transition period. How to deploy “Self -service”, other
channels and strike a balance between client expectations and system’s abilities. For e.g.
Human interaction within 10 secs could be crucial for HNI, current account holders,
international debit card holders on the move. In an emergency I want to be guided by an
agent. Can the proposed system help in segregation of urgent, crucial and routine queries?
How much value is being assigned to such resolutions? Can we include visually impaired,
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semi-literates, migrants in this system who may not be comfortable with English or textual
information?
3.

Planning

The core committee or task force in a bank for this adoption, must consider the approved
recommendations and works with staff to create a customized implementation strategy. This
includes a proposal on reuse of existing IT and telecom infrastructure, procurement plan of
hardware/software and installation/ configuration. Banks and the OEM/implementation
agency should evaluate all the risks and factors that will go into the upcoming
implementation stage and present the findings and work to mitigate them.

4.

Implementation challenges


Allow Sufficient Time for Tuning.



If a text-dependent approach is taken – meaning that customers are required to enroll by
repeating a specific passphrase three times – implementers must build a “background model”
that is trained to “hear” that passphrase. Few products do not insist on this so its new and
unique, as it is text independent.



Over time, the model, itself, will become more accurate as more individuals are enrolled and
more authentication events transpire. It is a form of machine learning that can take into
account the aging of customers and their voiceprints and changes in communications channel
characteristics. There are different considerations when taking a “text-independent” (or “free
speech”) approach, as we will address below.



It is important to note that the process of building domain-, company- and application-specific
reference models can be done in parallel with other activities associated with system initiation
and deployment. It can be built on a separate testing environment /system and put “into
production” when the time is right. Allocate at least six weeks for collecting utterances and
turning them over to speech scientists for them to work their magic.



Enrollment and training based on a specific passphrase is not required. Instead the voice
biometric engine builds a voiceprint by capturing and distilling over 20 seconds of continuous
speech. Then it can return a confidence score by seeing how well that voiceprint matches
with utterances captured in the course of a conversation with an agent or company
representative. Even though a specific passphrase is not used, the reference model should
include utterances in the local dialect using terms that are customarily used in the course of
carrying out phone-based business.
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Choose Proper Performance Metrics and Achievable Goals

When an enterprise starts its investigation of voice biometrics vendors they tend to focus on the “accuracy” of
the core engine. Can it achieve “zero false accepts”? What are the trade-offs in terms of “false rejection,”
meaning that a legitimate customer is turned away because he or she cannot be authenticated? Based on
vendor-supplied information, today’s text-dependent voice biometric engines can achieve “sub 1%” false
accepts (letting the bad guy in) with a corresponding false reject rate of less than 3%. Lab-based accuracy
figures always come with some qualifiers, akin to “your mileage may vary.”
That’s because the accuracy of any particular authentication engine is determined by a number of factors that
are independent of the core engine. These include line quality, background noise, channel differences (e.g.
enrolled over wireless/authenticated over a traditional phone) and others. For purposes of comparison, use
the pilot mentioned above as an opportunity to set expectations or “thresholds” that are acceptable and
defensible throughout the organization.
For most companies, the precise number of false accepts and false rejects achieved in production are a wellkept secret. It is our understanding that a 90% “success” rate (meaning that an individual is able to
authenticate his or her claimed identity) should be considered acceptable. As we discuss later in this
document, voice alone is seldom if ever the only factor used to authenticate. Companies customarily know the
origin of the call, the device being used, timeof- day, location and other data in order to gauge risk that should
be associated with a particular transaction and the importance of adding more layers of security to the
authentication process.



Pilot if Necessary, but Keep it Short Sweet and Relevant

In addition to building the background model, our investigation showed that small-scale deployments (or
pilots) can also be used to build prove the performance assumptions that are the foundation of the ROI
assumptions that justify the procurement. If the solution targets a reduction in fraud loss, the pilot can provide
hard-dollar evidence of reduced incidence of fraud. It will also provide hard evidence of the savings resulting
from significant reduction in average handling time of calls. In large companies, where seconds in agent
engagement amount to millions in average savings, the hard-dollar savings will, likewise, be self-evident.
Because they can drive up implementation expenses, pilots are considered a “necessary evil” and both
implementers and vendors recommend that the pilot be based on hardware, software and interfaces that can
easily be “moved into production” when it comes time to launch the service. This approach keeps start-up and
development costs down and fosters a speedier ROI
 Promotion, Education and Market Conditioning
Successful launches rely on concerted communications and educational efforts, both internal and external in
nature. Their objective is to show the general public the advantages of using voice authentication and
recruiting them to enroll their voiceprints to take advantage of the new technology. As we discuss later in this
document, the communications strategy to support rollout may also include marketing and promotional
messages offered in the form of TV commercials, direct mail marketing, bill stuffers and dialogs with live
agents.
Note that your solution vendor can provide a package of services to assist in the startup and market
conditioning phase. Those with years of experience and millions of enrolments are well-positioned to assist in
assuring the success of your voice biometrics-based initiatives.
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Establish a Communications and Education Strategy

Conducting and administering a pilot or controlled rollout provides an opportunity to launch a communications
program that explains the overall objective of deploying voice-based authentication and manages
expectations surrounding the sequence and timing of the major steps toward broad deployment. In many
cases, the professional services organization associated with the vendor, or the system integrator responsible
for installing the platform and launching the services will be able to assist with the messaging and targeted
delivery.


Establishing Ground Truth

A key part of enrolment is making sure that the individual who is providing a voiceprint is, indeed, the person
that he or she claims to be. This is called “establishing ground truth” in industry parlance. For many years, it
was regarded as a key challenge, especially for applications, such as government sponsored “proof-of-life”
offerings where the people being enrolled have no previous relationship with the business or government
agency. In such cases, face-to-face appearances are required and the enrolee must bring a number of
documents (such as a passport, drivers license or birth certificate) to give the enrolling party confidence that
the claimed identity is valid. Fortunately, in most of the mass market implementations that we have taken into
account, enrolees have a prior relationship with the companies. Those individuals can use an existing
credential, like their existing PIN or Password, to establish that they are who they claim to be. Then they can
be prompted by an IVR, customer service representative, or financial advisor (as the case may be) to engage
in the enrolment process.
Kindly understand that enrolling a voiceprint as a credential for future authentication is very much like
changing a password. When it is carried out remotely, the business that is accepting the enrolment has a
number of channels that it can use to ensure that the person is who he or she claims to be. We’re all familiar
with the routine. They may send an email with a link to a web site that confirms authenticity. They can do the
same thing with a text message and embedded link. In other words, all of the known methods for discouraging
imposters can be employed at the time of enrolment. Another technique for preventing false registrations is to
involve customer services representatives or advisors in the enrolment process as part of a natural
conversational flow. Once an agent has gained confidence that an individual is genuine, he or she can
describe the steps it takes to enroll (i.e. “repeat a passphrase three times”), including the anticipated time it
takes. The agent can also describe the advantages of enrolling in terms of saving time in the future without
sacrificing security.


Obtaining “Informed Consent”

Banks, airlines, retailers, insurers and others already preface incoming calls with the familiar “This call may be
recorded for quality and training purposes.” To comply with “informed consent” requirements, we advise
businesses, at a minimum, to change the greeting to include the words, “This call is being recorded for quality,
compliance and future security applications.” You should also seek legal counsel to determine whether
additional measures must be taken to inform clients and gain consent. Alternatives are informational letters, emails or billing inserts with descriptions of passive enrolment and subsequent authentication. Lawyers may
say that a formal act of consent is required, which may require a further edit of the greeting to say “by
proceeding, you accept that your voice will be used on future calls as an alternative to a PIN password or
challenge question.”
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5.

Testing

We must test all our implementations with a subset of customer’s staff called pilot team.
These are expert personnel with advanced technical skills to help uncover problems. Our
Pilot Team provides us feedback so we can adjust the implementation accordingly, before
full deployment. Their voice enrollment and user experience becomes a guiding light

6.

Deployment

After testing, deployment to all users is the next critical step. Any remaining issues are
addressed and user feedback is evaluated. End-user training is performed and any final
tasks are completed. Documentation is then created by our personnel and is included in
customer’s own customized Technology Operations Manual.


Mix Voice with Other Factors, Including Other Biometrics
The use of multiple factors to authenticate customers is not only a best practice, it is a given. Whether
customers are using apps on a smartphone, browsing the Web or making an inbound call, the
companies that they are doing business with are already aware of many of their attributes. The
smartphone serves as a physical token (or something you have) which also provides such data as
location, originating phone number and device characteristics that can give a company great
confidence that the device and the transaction that is about to be carried out is legitimate. Biometric
factors such as voiceprints, facial recognition, fingerprints or iris scans, are not just a nice-to-have
feature, they are the basis of very strong assertion of identity. In the best case, combining voice
biometrics with a passive factor such as device identification can provide a multi-factor but single-step
authentication process. The combination of multiple factors has proven to be a very strong crime
deterrent. Academicians and technology research teams advise a basket of 4-6 different tools to be
deployed at sensitive stages of one transaction or for selective transactions

7.

Maintenance

OEM vendors should be consistently proactive with all system maintenance by employing
quality control checklists, service logs, technology operations manuals and user training. Our
checklists allow us to keep customer’s systems both stable and secure, uncovering
challenges before they become crises. Their customized service plans include daily backup
monitoring, system alerts and security patch management.
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Key challenges for enterprises in adopting voice biometrics:



There are several challenges and hurdles to cross over for any new system to be put in place.
These need to be addressed during the business planning, POC, pilot stages to exactly
ascertain the challenges, operational difficulties and combat/mitigate them successfully.



User experience management – challenges posed in seeing how different the customer
experience would be from the current user experience, ways to get them accustomed & train
them to handle the same.
Extended network perimeter – The Additional hardware, software, network changes to the
existing network system and its maintenance
Vendor coordination – Banks may have various vendors for day-to-day operations
(including hardware, software, technology, equipment, etc), voice biometrics system must
coordinate with these vendor systems to obtain and send information seamlessly.
Budgets – Needs to be planned, set aside for planning, deployment, training and marketing
phases for timely, successful adoption of the technology.
Operational hurdles- The existing banking operations need to work without a glitch while the
new system is getting established and the transition to the new authentication system must be
smooth. This would need a thorough understanding, planning, coordination, user training and
hand holding in each stage of pre and post implementation.
Security policy and compliance- Even after deployment, users & customers’ needs a push
to start using the new voice biometric system. Overcoming resistance to change, the mental
preparedness to the new technology, modification to the company policy, user manuals &
other documentations helps to ensure smooth change over, transition and overall compliance.
Some of challenges during authenticating or enrolling voice: voice authentication is affected
by noise, user short utterances during enrolment, more than voice during enrolment or
authentication, bandwidth availability for app based usage, far field utterances while using
speaker mode in a phone and hardware infra for server response
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Changing the Nature of Authentication – FIDO alliance
The FIDO Alliance is an open industry association with a focused mission: authentication standards to
help reduce the world’s over-reliance on passwords.
Passwords endure despite the growing consensus their use needs to be reduced, if not replaced. But
even though effective PKI and strong authentication solutions have existed for years, barriers to
widespread adoption persist. Consumers don’t like the user experience, and online service providers
don’t want the cost and complexity of developing and provisioning their own dedicated solutions.
The FIDO Alliance is working to change the nature of authentication with open standards that are more
secure than passwords and SMS OTPs, simpler for consumers to use, and easier for service providers
to deploy and manage
The FIDO Alliance works to fulfill its mission by:




Developing technical specifications that define an open, scalable, interoperable set of
mechanisms that reduce the reliance on passwords to authenticate users
Operating industry certification programs to help ensure successful worldwide adoption of
the specifications
Submitting mature technical specification(s) to recognized standards development
organization(s) for formal standardization

Voice biometrics fits into FIDO standards and can be referenced by OEM vendors for adoption in
different use cases. FIDO has a well-known voice biometric vendor as a founding member
https://fidoalliance.org/certification/biometric-component-certification/
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Some new Use Cases & ROI - post COVID world in FY 2020
SAML authentication layer integration for virtual desktop infra is a good approach for protection of
home based workers. VMware and Citrix VDI solutions use SAML authentication layer for SSO. If
this is done, it provides a very secure remote working environment and prevents intrusion.
Continuous detection of employees over a video call /audio conference call, is crucial to prove the
presence of specific employee during the entire call duration.
Remote hiring tests, interviews over phone/video calls needs biometric authentication, to prevent
proxy candidates getting in and wrong hiring. Voice is an easy to integrate layer sin such needs
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Rural
banking
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cooperative
banks could
adopt these voice
biometrics based
enrolment and
authentication for
pay outs, POS
related payments
using rural
banking
correspondents.
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areas that can
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needs like RUPAY
credit card usage,
inclusion of
illiterates in safe
payment
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using voice
authentication.
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Tangible return on investment for voice biometrics solution in a bank – it can be
predicted and accounted in bank contact centre use case

Return on investment case study with a real life implementation of voice biometrics in a bank
contact centre use case in UAE
Other successful implementation from Nuance USA are as under:

Czech
Lloyds bank
Barclays
Allied Irish
Banks
HSBC
Eastern bank
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Return on investment approach is a valid thought process to justify inclusion of voice
biometrics in a contact centre usage. ROI calculators are available with most vendors

ROI calculator (Estimated)
Number of authentication calls received in a year
average time spent on a call (Secs)
Average cost per call (Rs)
Actual cost per annum
Deploying voice biometrics
Average time spent on authentication calls (secs)
Reduced cost per annum
Savings done (Rs) in a year
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5000
90
INR 20.00
INR 9,000,000.00
45
INR 4,500,000.00
INR 4,500,000.00

Frauds and authentication methods
Fraud prevention is a major use case. Voice related frauds are perpetuated by phishing, social
engineering attempts. If the banks or authorities create a library of known fraudsters, detection could
be become quicker, through real time mapping of live speech against the library [1:n]. Employee
fraud prevention in case of shaky loan approvals, can be stopped if every bank employee has to
use to validate every loan proposal, at all stages with easy to use biometrics in a LOS application
Security vulnerability

PIN

Brute force attack( An
organized fraud where a
large number of accounts
are compromised by a small
number of calls to the IVR)

Medium
10%+
success
rate

Credential Sharing
(Sharing of PIN numbers)

High
100%
success
rate
Low

Hacking ( A malicious user
may attack a database

Security
questions
N/A

Voice biometrics

N/A

Low 0.5% to 2% success rate

Low

None 0% success rate
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Low 0.1% to 0.5% success
rate

containing security
questions , demographic
details like aadhar, SSN, etc
to access their accounts)
Phishing (A malicious
individual can send emails
to acquire PIN details )
VHishing (Convincing
people to divulge
confidential information over
phone)
Credential Reset
(Resetting PINs by
malicious users to access
others accounts)
Internet Search (Searching
internet, social media
website to gather
information about secret
questions to hack accounts)

High 72%
success
rate

High 72% success
rate

N/A

Medium

Medium

Low 0.5% to 2% success rate

High

N/A

Low

N/A

High

N/A
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Landscape of OEM/voice biometrics players in India


Nuance has implemented this product globally in HSBC, Citibank and Standard Chartered
including Indian operations. They are the one of the largest and earliest voice technology
focused players in the world. They seem to have started some limited implementation at Axis
and ICICI banks



VERINT systems offers this as part of their contact centre automation tools. IDFC bank has
tried some implementation in this regard. Verint is a large OEM from USA with deep history
in customer engagement, cyber intelligence, telecom OSS/BSS and other solutions.



NICE business systems Israel works with few system integrators like WIPRO, HCL and
offers a similar arrangement in India. NICE Real-Time Authentication (RTA) provides end-toend authentication and fraud prevention for contact centers. Based on voice biometrics, it
automatically verifies the caller’s claimed identity within the first few seconds of a call
through natural conversation with an agen



Avaya USA sells IVRS system and other hardware solutions in contact centre projects
works. Avaya offers conversational AI for contact centres with NUANCE USA, Verint to offer
a OEM-ISV alliance arrangement. Similarly, Genesys, Aspect, CISCO IVRS solutions tend to
bundle Nuance, Verint, NICE or one of the standalone global OEMs in voice authentication



Phonexia, Pindrop, SpeechPro Russia are some of the other OEMs trying to sell in India
through re-seller /distributor approach. They may not have full time sales and support team
sin India. Their products were stable and working fine with field deployments across EU.
Lumenvox Germany is active in few EU countries and USA, with their own IPR



Home grown products are Kaizen Secure Voiz Chennai, Uniphore Chennai and Gnani.ai
Bangalore with their own IPR in voice authentication applications. KSV/Gnani have patents
in this field and offer flexible pricing, implementation terms for smaller banks/institutions.
Uniphore has developed Speech Analytics software called auMina, which enables organizations
in identifying customer problems through analysing customer dynamics and call center
interactions. Uniphore was initially funded by John Chambers/ex-CISCO global CEO and
incubated at IIT Madras. Gnani has focused on Indian language based speech to text, text to
speech and several other authentication solutions for mobile platforms.



Reverie Language Labs Bangalore does not have core authentication or biometrics but it
has Indian language based tools for transcription, translation hub for web sites/mobile app
screens localization, speech to text and analytics solutions. Reverie is now part of the
Reliance industries funded start-up ecosystem
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Banks acceptance of voice biometrics
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Private banks

coop banks

RRBs

Openness towards new tech

POC done

Compliance

Customer delight thinking

NBFCs

Insurance
companies

Regulator nod

Above is a graphical representation of the banks willingness to adopt this technology in India.
Regulator nod is kin to approving technology for almost all use cases. If it is enforced as a
compliance, only then adoption may start in most cases. Customer delight for voice channels is very
limited among all sectors. POCs don’t often result in any thing productive. Industry and regulator
need to find a viable middle road to initiate quicker adoption, field research and sharing of test data
Kaizen Secure Voiz is a Make India DIPP start up. We aim to establish voice biometrics as the first
choice for banks, financial institutions, govt organisations looking for fool proof authentication and
customer experience management. Kaizen has launched a global software product: Voice
biometrics. This is less intrusive and highly accurate, to assist large enterprises manage customer
delight, with language agnostics at its core. It complies to GDPR regulations. Kaizen Secure Voiz
does not store audio recording at any stage, safeguarding user data privacy
Kaizen has early adaptors for this technology in USA and other geographies. Case study with
deployment details and a customer site visit can be shared. Please write to this author at
avk@kaizenvoiz.com to know more about this white paper , test beds, statistics etc
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